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Student Course 
Evaluation Results

Course Number:
Field Choice Count

MATH-1104-002 22

Course Title:
Field Choice Count

Introduction to Calculus II 22

Faculty Name:
Field Choice Count

Lucas Mol 22

Term:
Field Choice Count

U2020W 22

This course is required or elective:
21 Responses

Field Required Elective

Count 15 6

Percentage 71% 29%

Overall, apart from the course content, the quality of teaching provided by the above-named instructor was:
22 Responses

Field Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

Count 1 21

Percentage 5% 95%
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Student Comments:

Provides clear explanations,cooperates with students. no weakness.

An excellent teacher. Very accessible. Good format for this course.

Often makes numerical mistakes during lectures that students correct. Midterm 1 had an error in the test which
should not have happened. Please ensure to have tests written ACCURATELY before distribution.

I felt like there was just too much course material to cover in 3 credit hours. I think the exams were very stressful
and too long for the time period. Dr mol is a really nice person and tries his best to teach a hard subject. I tried my
best to learn from him but it was really hard online and while doing 3 other courses.

He's a good explainer, takes his time and makes sure after each section to check with the class if they understand

N/A

Strength: I like the way he is teaching and how he formatted the classes. Weakness: So far, I haven't had any
trouble in his class, so I will say that he has no weakness.

very good instructor, helpful all the time, tonnes of assignments seems like u r doing those assignments all the
semester

Fantastic Instructor! Strength was total knowledge of all material, personable attitude toward students. No
weaknesses in my opinion!

provides adequate resources and time for questions, structures classes and lab time to allow lots of time for help
and questions

Explains material well and goes above and beyond to ensure that student's are successful. Also, Ernie made
regular appearances which just made everything better :) Overall a really phenomenal professor who I was really
happy to have had. Really enjoyed my classes with Dr Mol.

N/A

Explains course materials

Strengths: Being able to provide a different insight towards teaching something that may be confusing. Very open
office hours. Really great notes.

He is very good at explaining the difficult topics he has to teach. His only weakness is he flips the page too soon
after writing something and I couldn’t copy it down.

He's such a great professor, he knows what he is teaching and he helps students very much.

Very neat notes

He is one of the great teacher i have met, i really love to attend his lecture and the way of his teaching is mind
blowing. He has no weakness .

He’s a great teacher, good instructor and lets us participate. His weakness is when it came to the homework he
gave us more complicated problems than the ones we do in class. It leaves me confused as to how to solve the
problem. It would be better to practice the hard ones during class time aswell.

Strengths: engaging and notes are easy to follow and make sense


